DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
Do you think superior talent enables a Jewish actor or actress
smoothly to step from leading parts in Berlin to leading parts in
Vienna, when Hitler appears, and again from leading parts in
Vienna, when Hitler appears there, to leading parts in London?
Do you think non-Jewish talent would find the same open-armed
reception from film and theatrical and operatic producers in
London, in Paris and New York? Do you think it is a whim of
nature that Jews from Poland, Russia, Galicia or Central Europe
jire needed to put English history on the screen, to portray famous
figures of English history, a British officer, a Tudor prince? Do
you imagine no Englishmen are available?
Some of these cases are simply fantastic. The Jew, in such a
plight, has a long lead on the non-Jewish fugitive, who faces a
world in which he has no single friend, in which he must begin
again from scratch, in which his chances of even getting across the
frontiers are infinitely worse than those of the Jew, because he has
not that Protektion in the outer world.
In Berlin, one day, there was a Jewish journalist, a member of the
staff of one of those snappy, sensational, bedtime-story sheets.
Came Hitler, and he retired to Vienna, and joined a newspaper
of the same sort there. Came Hitler, and he retired to Prague.
Came Hitler, to the Sudeten German lands.
This man could by no stretch of imagination be called a Ger-
man, an Austrian, or a Czech. He was a Jew, born in some place
that once was^ Russia and now was Poland or Lithuania or Estonia
or heaven knows what. He had supplied 'the German view5 from
Berlin, 'the Austrian view5 from Vienna, cthe Czechoslovak view5
from Pragfre.
Now I saw him,^day by day, in hotel lounges, deep in con-
ference with well-meaning but ill-informed English people who
had come to chelp the Czechs'. He poured a heart-reading tale
into their ears, * threatened to commit suicide. This was no
destitute fugitive, but a slick fellow who was always well-fed and
well-dressed and stepped smoothly across the frontier into another
land every time that anything happened to make him move on.
By these means, he was one of the first to get 'away.  I don't

